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DISCLAIMER 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the 
United States Government.  Neither the United States Government nor any 
agency thereof, nor any of their employees, nor any of their contractors, 
subcontractors, or their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or 
assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or any 
third party’s use or the results of such use of any information, apparatus, product, 
or process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned 
rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service 
by trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise, does not necessarily 
constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the United 
States Government or any agency thereof or its contractors or subcontractors. 
The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or 
reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof.  
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Description of Tests 

During the months of October and November 1989 tests of 0.002 in dia x 4 in 
length tungsten wires were performed,. 

a) The wires were taken out from H-20 electrostatic septum after being 
exposed to the beam. Residual radiation level was 0.8 m R/HR @ 12 in. 
Location of wires removed was as follows: 

1. One piece from upstream (specimen 1) 
2. One piece from the middle (specimen 2) 
3. One piece from downstream (specimen 3) 

b) In addition a number of 6 samples of virgin wires was tested under similar 
conditions to determine whether any changes occurred due to the beam 
exposure. 

4 The tests performed followed the General Tensile Test Procedure of: 
Automated Materials Testing system U4.05a (see annexes # 1 & 2). 

d) Several attempts were made to determine whether changes took place in the 
structure of tungsten wire after being exposed to the beam. To accomplish 
that, the wire samples were photographed as follows: (see annexes A, B, C, 
D&E). 

- wire unmounted - mag. 400x, photo A (photo taken = 3/4” from end of wire 
of an untouched area by the beam.) 

- wire unmounted - mag 400x, photo B, C & D (photos taken = at center, 
area touched by the beam) 

- wire mounted and polished - mag 400x, photo E. (Photo taken 1 l/2” from 
end). 

The wires were then tensile tested to destruction. 

Results 

I. Breaking stress was higher for tungsten wires exposed to beam than unexposed 
(virgin) wire as follows: 

Stress for exnosed wire: 
- upstream = 461,600 PSI mean 
- middle = 444,400 PSI 453,000 PSI 
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Stress for virgin wire: 
- max = 427,200 PSI mean 
- min = 324,700 PSI 384,484 PSI 

Variation + + 17.8% (higher stress for exposed wire) 

II. Displacement at peak was higher for virgin wire than for exposed wire as follows: 

Displacement for exposed wire: 

- upstream = .03900 in mean 
- middle = .04000 in .0395 in 

Disnlacement for virgin wire: 

- max = .05300 in mean for 6 
- min = .03800 in samples = .048 in 

variation - 21.5% (greater displacement for virgin wire) 

III. No reliable results were obtained regarding the structure because mounting and 
polishing with present methods were unrealistic and for initial viewing the photos taken 
don’t show the real shape of wire because the wires were not flat (see metallography 
report #3). 

Conclusion 

The energy at break decreased for exposed wire by 30% from: 

.024650 Lbs-in (mean value for virgin wire) to 

.018895 Lbs-in (mean value for exposed wire) 

This change is probably not significant in that the wires are suspected to break as a 
result of high temperature induced by direct impingement of the beam. The temperature 
reached is unknown at this time. The stress induced from the mounting spring tension is 
115,000 1?: 10,000 psi., therefore, the room temperature safety margin is 3.34 for the virgin 
wire and 3.94 for the exposed wire. lt may be possible to reduce the mounting spring 
tension but an estimate or measurement of the maximum temperature, the wire reaches 
when hit by the beam is needed to determine if it can withstand the spring tension at high 
temperature. 

Finally, in order to determine a lower value for the spring tension, one has to 
further investigate the field variation when the wires tend to bow due to reduced tension. 



DBPARMKNT OP APPLIKD SCIKNCK 
Merials Science Division 
Teat Report I 2058 

General Tensile Test - US Customary Units 

Test type: Tungsten wire exposed to beat. 

Operator ripe: Don Horne 

Sample Identification: IKXh’IRKS 
Interface Xype: 4200 Series 
lachine Pameters of test: 

Sample Rate (pts/sec): 10.00 
Crosshead Speed (in/G ): .500 

Instron Corporation 
Series IX Autorated Materials Testing System v4.05a 
lest Date: October 3,1989 

Sample Type: wire 

fhuidity ( X 1: 50 
Terperature (deg. I): 73 

Tested for 
Acc’t I 
ILR I 

Viorel Badea 
08455 

Dimsions: 
spec. 1 spec. 2 

Diameter (in) .002000 .002000 
Gauge length (in) 2.0000 2.0000 

Sample couents: Both mples broke aaay fror grips. 

had Strees Displcrent X Strain Load Stress Displcnent X Strain load 
at 0.2X at 0.2% at 0.2% at 0.2% at at at at at 

Speciren lexuires Yield Yield Yield Yield Peak Peak Peak Peak Break 
Number 
___________________.______!!~~!_______~~~!________~~~!________!!!________!!~~!_______~~!________!~~!________~~!________!!~~~___ 

4% 1 1.396 444400. .03443 1.721 1.450 461600. ’ .03900 1.950 1.450 
M;&L 2 __________ ___-______ ________-- _____--___ 1.396 444400. .04000 2.000 1.396 

Spechen 
Number 

Stress Diaplcrent X Strain Knergy Knergy 
at at at at at 

Greak Break Break Yield Break 
(psi) (in) (1) (lbs-in) (lbs-in) 

1 461500. .03610 1.805 .01775 .02011 
2 444400. .04028 2.014 .01768 .01768 
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DRPARTHRNT OP APPLIED SCIGNCK 
Materials Science Division 
Test Report s z0 r7 

General Tensile Test - US Custorary Unita 

rest type: Tungsten Dire 

Operator me: Don Home 

Sample Identification: 1WnIRR 
Interface Type: 4200 Series 
lachine Parameter3 of teat: 

Saple Rate (pta/aec): 10.00 
Crosshead Speed (in/&in ): .500 

lnstron Corporation 
Series IX Autoaated Uateriala Testing System v4.05a 
Test Date: September 19,1969 

Saple Type: uire 

Hluidity ( % ): 50 

Tewerature (deg. I): 73 

Tested for Viorel Badea 
Acc’t I 
ILR I 

Dirensiona: 

Diameter (in) 
Gauge length (in) 

Spec. 1 Spec. 2 Spec. 3 Spec. 4 Spec. 5 Spec. 6 

.002000 .002000 .002000 .002000 .002000 .002000 
4.0000 4.0000 4.0000 4.0000 4.0000 4.0000 

Out of 6 apeciaens, 0 excluded. 

Load Streaa Displment % Strain Load 
at 0.2% at 0.2X at 0.2% at 0.2% at 

Speciren 1Waire Yield Yield Yield Yield Peak 
kber 
___________.______________!!~~!_______!~~~!____iP!_ 

: --__----__ ---------- -_________ --_____-__ -_-----__- __--______ __________ __________ 1.020 1.020 
3 1.235 393100. .04553 1.1360 1.342 
4 1.181 376000, .03468 .6720 1.342 
5 1.161 376000. .04195 1.0490 1.342 
6 --__-_____ -_________ __________ __________ 1.181 

Stress 

Pzk 
(psi) 

Diaplcrent X Strain Load 
at at at 

Peak Peak Break 
(in) (%) (lbs) 

324700. .04000 1.0000 1.020 
324700. .03800 .9500 1.020 
427200. .05500 1.3750 1.342 
427200. .05000 1.2500 1.342 
427200. .05300 1.3250 1.269 
375900. .05200 1.3000 1.181 

Mean: -___---___ __________ -_-----___ -_________ 1.206 304500. .04800 1.2000 1.199 

Standard 
Deviation: ---------- --________ ___--_____ __________ .158 50390. .oom .1796 ,151 

Specimen 
Wunber 

Stress Diaplchent % Strain s Knergy 
at at at X u at 

Break Break Break Tield 
(psi) (in) (%) (kai) (lbs-in) 

1 324700. .03928 .01449 
2 324700. .03751 .01362 
3 427300. .05220 .02556 
4 427300. .04905 .01964 
5 410200. .05026 .01996 

Rnergy 
at 

Break 
(lbs-in) 

..*..1...... 

.01449 

.01382 

.03413 

.03752 

.03043 

6 376000. .04926 1.2310 5W& .01754 .01754 

lean: 381700. .04626 1.1570 mm .01851 .02465 

Standard 
Deviation: 47930. .00622 .1555 km .00430 .01058 
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